Client First/Last Name

Year/Make/Model of Vehicle

Vehicle Key Type (Key or Push Button)
Vehicle Engine Size
Vehicle Transmission Type
Octane of Fuel Currently Used (89/91/93)
Spark Plugs Installed (Brand and Gap)
Active Check Engine Light (list any)
Engine Mileage
If Previously Tuned; List Your Tuner

Octane of Fuel To Be Used With Tune
(91 or 93 Only with GO or Custom)
Desired 2-Step RPM (Up To 5000rpm)
Pops/Bangs on Deceleration (Yes/No)
O2 Sensor Check Engine Light Disable
(GO or Custom Tune Only)

How Did You Hear About Us?

Terms and conditions:
In order to tune the vehicle/ECU, it is understood that the factory operating parameters will be
modified. Alphaspeed Midwest (ASMW) is not responsible for any eventuality or event arising as
a result of modifying the operating parameters which have been established by the
manufacturer. If there is a claim for the removal of a product alongside undoing the
modifications to the customer's vehicle, the Customer will be waiving the right to make any
additional claim. All product removal work will not be guaranteed once the vehicle leaves the
premises of Alphaspeed Midwest or the location at which the product is being delivered. Every
tuning service provided by Alphaspeed Midwest or representatives will be covered in its entirety
by the owner of the vehicle without distinction of the final result of the product. Said labor cost is
not refundable and must be paid in full before the vehicle is able to leave the premises.
Professional installation of all products sold by Alphaspeed Midwest is recommended, and is not
a service provided by ASMW. Neither ASMW nor any Alphaspeed dealer can warranty or
guarantee working order of an ECU due to misuse or mishandling once it has left our
possession. Nor can any Alphaspeed dealer can be held responsible for any fees, labor costs,
or parts/repair costs incurred by the handling, mishandling, installation, or misuse of an ECU or
any peripheral(s) related to installation. Our tuning services are strictly for off road use, and any
use on public roads is not recommended or guaranteed, as stated in our verbal (and written if
applicable) agreement before the tuning process is started.


Tuning your ECU requires specialty equipment and processes that may result in a bricked ECU.
We do take every precaution necessary to try and prevent this, but the risks are still there. In the
event of a bricked ECU, you may need to purchase a replacement ECU or send your ECU off to
get repaired which will incur additional time and cost. Changing your factory tuning parameters
can be dangerous and can result in damage to the engine and/or other parts of your drive train.
We work with experienced tuners to avoid these types of problems, but there is still the risk of
engine damage caused by improper installation of parts, incorrect information provided to the
tuner about your mods and changing your mods after the tuning process. If you plan to make
changes after your tune, let us know BEFORE you get tuned. Additionally, modifying factory
ECU parameters in any way can void your warranty. No guarantee is made by ASMW in the
event that warranty work may need to be performed by a Hyundai dealer or 3rd party.

I agree to all terms and conditions:
Signature

Date

